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Mission and synodality 
From the Director
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The call by Pope Francis to the whole Church across 
the world to be involved in the Synod on Synodality is 
amazing. In terms of the number of people involved, it 

is a much bigger event than even Vatican II. However, what 
its impact on the future of the Church will be is something 
we will probably only know 50 years from now. What does 
this have to do with us, as Columban supporters and priests, 
friends, and lay missionaries?

I find it easier to think about synodality by reading Chapter 
15 of the Acts of the Apostles, which tells the story of the 
Council of Jerusalem. The early Christian community was 
growing. It had started at Pentecost and then spread. 
The first Christians came from the Jewish communities 
around the Mediterranean, but as their numbers grew, they 
attracted the attention of people who were not Jews, but 
Greeks. We know about the problems this caused. Did these 
Greek people have to become Jews before they could be 
baptised as Christians? Did they have to follow the Law of 
Moses?

The first thing to notice is that the Spirit is acting even 
before the synod starts. In Chapter 10 of the Acts of the 
Apostles, the “Holy Spirit comes down on all the listeners…” 
while Peter is preaching. The Jewish companions of Peter 
“were all astonished that the gift of the Holy Spirit should 
be poured out on gentiles too”. This experience was highly 
important to the Synod in Jerusalem.

Peter also realised that God does not have favourites and 
that God wanted these Greek people to be part of the 
Christian community. The mission had run into a problem. 
It was a major question. What to do? The response: call a 
Synod in Jerusalem.

This story is told in Chapter 15 and we can see how the 
Synod was conducted. The “whole Church” was involved 
in the decision-making process; the focus remained on 
what God wanted. The mood of the meeting changed from 
debate and argumentation to respectful listening; a lot of 
attention was focused on the sharing of experience, and it 
was noted by St James that the Synod was a fulfilment of 
the Scriptures. All were connected to the Scriptures.

At the end of the Synod, a letter was written to the 
Christians in Antioch. After going through this synodal 
process, the Christians in Jerusalem were able to say, “It has 
been decided by the Holy Spirit and by ourselves…”. They 
had discussed the whole question. They had listened to 
each other and recognised that the Holy Spirit was working 

Fr Trevor Trotter 
Regional Director of Oceania 

RDOceania@columban.org.au

in their midst to bring about this consensus. This was a 
discernment on the part of the community in Jerusalem, 
along with the delegates from Antioch. When the letter 
got back to Antioch, the community was “delighted by the 
encouragement” and the mission moved on and flourished.

Looking over this story in the Acts of the Apostles, we 
can see that synodality is a part of the mission. When 
the people of God are on mission, as in the early Church, 
problems are going to arise, and the community needs to 
come together to listen to what the Spirit is saying.

At the end of the synod, a letter was 
written to the Christians in Antioch. 
After going through this synodal 
process, the Christians in Jerusalem 
were able to say, “It has been 
decided by the Holy Spirit and by 
ourselves…”. 

Sometimes we think of mission as something done by us 
Christians in response to a command like, “Go, therefore, 
make disciples of all nations…”. Yes, the command is part of 
the motivation, but being directed by the Holy Spirit, as we 
can see in the Acts of the Apostles, is also very much a part 
of how and why we move in mission.

Discernment is critical to our listening to God, as a Church 
and as individuals. By paying attention to our experience, 
we can learn how to discern what the Spirit is doing in our 
lives and our world. As we follow the promptings of the 
Spirit, just as Jesus did in his life, we can grow as missionary 
disciples.

Let us all pray for each other in this New Year, and pray 
that we Columbans can move with each other as a synodal 
people for the sake of the mission of God 
in our world.
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I had a forced stay in El Paso on the United States side of 
the border that separates it from its twin city of Ciudad 
Juarez in Mexico. The twin cities host the most sought 

out crossing point from Central and Latin America into the 
United States and Ciudad Juarez serves as a collection point 
for people on the run from violence and poverty.

I had been working as a lay missionary at the Papa Francisco 
Shelter in Ciudad Juarez with another Columban, Fr Bill 
Morton. Our shelter, along with others, supports some of 
the scattered people that can lay no claim to any soil on 
which to place their feet.

I had heard tragic stories during my time in Mexico, but 
with the onset of COVID-19 travel restrictions I found 
myself in El Paso and unable to return. There, I felt more 
overwhelmed than ever by the stories I was hearing from 
migrants and their children, as I realised that entry into the 
United States did not bring an answer to their prayers, but 
only new pain and struggle.

Pandemic piles suffering on suffering 
for migrant families ROSALIA BASADA

Rosalia with children at the Papa Francisco Shelter in Ciudad Juarez.

I often heard that one or other parent, a brother or sister 
was in the United States, but their exact location was 
unknown. Families without immigration documents had 
been split while smuggling themselves across the border. 
Frequently, parents have been jailed; their children placed 
in foster care. These things break my heart.

I have been visiting these families in El Paso, as well as 
helping with the cultivation of vegetable gardens they have 
planted as they wait in the limbo of asylum application 
processes. Recently, however, with the lifting of travel 
restrictions, I have been able to make the short journey 
through the fortified immigration barriers to return to my 
usual work in Ciudad Juarez.

I have been able to continue facilitating activities and 
teaching art and craft to children. Although I often reflect 
that my thoughts are not God’s thoughts, I do identify a 
little with the separated families when my time comes to 
cross back to the United States to apply for a new visa. I 
also had the experience of being due to go home to the 
Philippines on vacation, but my flights were cancelled on 
four occasions. I feel something of the pain of separation 
from family. 

Photos: Rosalia Basada

On one occasion, a family from the shelter asked me to 
go with them to the airport. I waited until they cleared 
immigration and still remember the sense of relief and the 
joy I felt seeing a family able to head together for a new 
home. I pray God will continue to sustain them and help 
them find the strength they need as they continue along 
the journey of their lives.

The first year of the pandemic was perhaps among the 
most stressful of recent times. The previous Christmas, I was 
mapping out my plans for the coming year. The excitement, 

Families without immigration 
documents had been split while 
smuggling themselves across the 
border. Frequently, parents have 
been jailed; their children placed in 
foster care. These things break my 
heart.
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MEXICO

Columban lay missionary, Rosalia Basada, works on the United 
States/Mexico border.

USA

We continue to serve the poor and the migrants, the most vulnerable in our 
community, in both El Paso and Ciudad Juarez. 

Rosalia playing monopoly with the children at the Shelter.

joy and happiness the New Year promised came to an 
abrupt halt, replaced by sadness, stress and even fear.

COVID-19 reached the United States border with Mexico 
in March of 2020 throwing our plans into chaos. It was 
difficult to adjust to the norms and ways of the new reality. 
We had to adapt to life without Mass or the sacraments, 
and lockdown. There were no classes; only unemployment, 
travel restrictions and health department regulations. All 
these left people afraid, hopeless, frightened, stressed and 
even depressed. 

The pandemic forced people to stay home. As the days of 
lockdown continued, the poor became poorer and their 
suffering more intense, sometimes even unto death.

We continue to serve the poor and the migrants, the most 
vulnerable in our community, in both El Paso and Ciudad 
Juarez. The missionary spirit in me propels me to reach out 
to those in need. I adhere to all the health protocols, but 
always pray before leaving home for the courage, strength, 
patience and passion to do my work.

I believe God’s love and compassion are with me. I have 
not caught the virus, despite contact with those that have. I 
thank God every day for his protection and work to extend 
that protection to others.
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Ecological conversion: an ecclesial 
awakening? FR PATRICK MCMULLAN 

It seems normal now, but when I first arrived in Korea, 
I was surprised to learn that the country celebrated 
two New Year festivals: the Lunar and the Solar. I was 

puzzled because the Lunar calendar festivals, New Year 
and Chuseok (thanksgiving for the harvest), were culturally 
more significant than the Christian festivals of Easter 
and Christmas, which, in my naivety, I presumed were 
universally significant. 

Not that I understood it then, but what I was really learning 
through these and other ‘surprises’ was to appreciate both 
the validity of different worldviews and their importance in 
defining ‘the normal’. I was awakening to my limited biases 
and preconceptions. In simple terms, a worldview is the 
mostly unconscious framework we all hold that explains 
and shapes the rhythm of life inherent in a particular 
historical, cultural and geographical context. Worldviews 
are how we make sense of the world. 

It was not, however, until I worked in a country parish in 
Korea that I began to appreciate the significance of the 
Lunar calendar and its intimate connection with culture 
and life. Outside of the major festivals, nowhere was this 
connection more obvious to me than in the increase in 
activity that came with Gyungchip, one of 24 seasonal 
divisions of the Lunar calendar, usually occurring in early 
March on the Solar calendar. Gyungchip marks the moment 
when the entire country seems to awaken from winter 
hibernation. Farmers stir and frogs chirp! 

There is a delightful comfort in the predictable rhythms 
of nature articulated by the Lunar calendar: the world just 
hangs together. However, it now feels as if something 
has gone seriously astray. As the global ecological crisis 
deepens, we can no longer presume either the benevolence 
or the predictability of the seasons and their weather 
patterns. The Korean rainy season, when or if it arrives, 
seems to have intensified. The winter weather pattern 
seems to have altered significantly and summer, which 
seems to start earlier and finish later, is increasingly hotter. 
And the chirp of frogs is increasingly difficult to hear. 

Globally, the picture is worsening with more frequent 
and intensifying floods, fires, droughts and famines, 
disappearing forests and encroaching seas. Even if we do 
not want to talk about it, all of us are experiencing the 
impact of a global ecological tragedy, which increasingly 
challenges our worldview and the related political, 
economic, social, cultural and religious institutions. From 
a believer’s perspective, the “seamless garment of God’s 
creation” is fraying badly, if not disintegrating (Laudato Si, 9).  

Put another way, how do we pray the first proposition of 
our Creed, “I believe in God, the Father almighty, Creator 
of heaven and earth”. As Christians, we have been good 
at longing for a heaven created by God. It is the creation 
of earth that is the problem. In our present day, we see 
our Church’s leadership struggling with the significance 
of God’s creation. Papal language has moved from talking 

Photo: canva.com/agus fitriyanto
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KOREA

Columban Fr Patrick McMullan lives and works in South Korea.

about environmental awareness and protection to 
ecological conversion (Laudato Si, 2-6). We have become 
accustomed to the language of awareness and protection, 
and, to varying degrees, we take part in campaigns to 
protect the environment by living more frugally, reducing 
our waste and limiting our consumption of energy. 

Ecological conversion, however, involves something entirely 
different. First, ecological conversion is a rediscovery and 
deepening of the Hebrew insight that God creates, not 
just saves, the entire world. Genesis 1-11 is a story of God 
creating a cosmic temple in which humans are called to 
worship as tillers and keepers of creation (Genesis 2:15; 
Laudato Si, 66). The Christian vision reinforces this insight by 
praying in the Lord’s Prayer that God’s name be hallowed 
and his will be done not just in heaven but on earth too!

However, the cost of sin, understood as our arrogant desire 
to be like gods (Genesis 3:5), results in the disunity of 
creation and the shattering of humanity’s relationship with 
the Creator. Fear comes to dominate human existence in 
the cosmic temple: I heard You in the garden, and I was afraid, 
because I was naked; and I hid myself (Genesis 3:10). 

Sadly, it is not just our relationship with God that suffers, 
but also our relationships with other human beings and, 
indeed, the whole of created reality. Ecology, which studies 
the complex interrelationship of organisms and their 
environments, takes on a whole new meaning when seen in 
this context of creation, sin and disordered worship in our 
world.

Presuming ecological stability, the Church, for two 
thousand years, has focused its thinking on our 
relationships with God and with our human neighbours. 
This is what constituted a moral life. But this conclusion 
is now proving to be inadequate in light of the emerging 
ecological catastrophe. For example, what is a moral life in 
the face of unrestricted destruction of biodiversity across 
the planet?

Presently, there are about 1.2 billion Catholics scattered 
around the world. Almost one in five people on this planet 
have some sort of allegiance to our Church. For a moment, 
just imagine if this group of people was to consciously 
promote ecological conversion and act to protect the 
biodiversity of the wonderful gift that is our planet. In 
his letter to the Romans, St Paul beautifully captured this 
ecclesial awakening: “For the creation waits with eager 
longing for the revealing of the children of God” (Romans 
8:19). I am sure the frogs would chirp for that! 

Columban lay missionary Hazel Angwani,  
Pakistan Mission Unit.

Serenity is... 
The sweet and minty smell of the mountain air

The sound of glacier water flowing from the melting ice

The thunderous sound of an avalanche

The glistening white of the snow-capped mountains

The still figure of goats and sheep as they feed on the grass

A mix of different coloured flowers unique to high altitude 
areas

The fast-paced clouds you watch in a time lapse

A song you burst into as you look in awe and wonder

A feeling of gratitude for making it to where you want to

be despite the challenges of a long and winding journey.

HAZEL ANGWANI

Photo: canva.com/Luis Garriga
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A city draws its life from the sea  

Settled in a triangle flanked on one side by the Atlantic 
Ocean and another the Bay of All Saints, the love affair 
with the beach and the sea of the Brazilian city of 

Salvador comes as no surprise.

Easy access to the water, combined with the hot climate, 
ensures that on any sunny Sunday or public holiday the 
numerous beaches are packed. Apart from the attraction 
of the cooling water, the beaches are venues for great 
social gatherings. Beer and refreshments are served at 
tables arranged on the sand under the shady reach of large, 
colourful umbrellas, as drums and tambourines beat out 
spontaneous and infectious samba rhythms, and football 
and volleyball matches are played out under the ever-
watchful eye of the Atlantic Ocean.

Salvador is also a city of festivals (festas), which 
unsurprisingly draw their vitality from the sea. On New 
Year’s Eve, fireworks illumine the sky, the ocean and the 
crowded beaches of all Brazilian coastal cities for a festival 
known as Reveillon (literally ‘awaking’). Before, during and 
after the fireworks, people soak their feet, hands and faces 
in the purifying water of the ocean, while some swim, 
immersing their whole body in the cleansing water. It really 
feels like a New Year!

The Brazilian city of Salvador.

Yemanjá (an Afro-Brazilian god of the sea) is another 
popular festival. It is marked on February 2 as the most 
celebrated point of contact among African, European 
and Brazilian-Indian cultures. As a religion, it is known as 
Candomblé. The public festival draws thousands into the 
streets of Salvador. My first encounter with it was at the 
seaside in 1986 during the annual feast honouring the 
divine spirits of the sea.

Yemanjá embodies stories of Afro-Brazilian culture. 
Candomblé is a tradition based on ancient African rituals 
and celebration of the natural world, elders, ancestors and 
spiritual energies of the divine sea spirits. It evolved from 
African people transported to Brazil during the Trans-
Atlantic slave trade. African Yoruba slaves have  fused 
these ancient rituals with the image of Our Lady of the 
Immaculate Conception.

On the feast day, offerings of flowers and perfume are 
collected in large baskets. Then, together with a sizable 
image of the sea god, carried out to sea.

The procession of boats bearing the gifts leaves the shore 
around 5.00pm for the open water. The baskets of flowers 
and the rather heavy image of the sea god are then lowered 
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REFLECTIONFR COLIN MCLEAN

Columban Fr Colin McLean resides in Essendon after 35 years living 
and working in Brazil.

into the water. The length of time the image takes to sink 
signals whether Yemanjá is pleased with the offering or not. 
If it sinks quickly, she has readily accepted it, indicating fish 
will be plentiful during the coming year. If it sinks slowly, it 
augurs a trifling haul.

On the feast day, offerings of flowers 
and perfume are collected in large 
baskets. Then, together with a sizable 
image of the sea god carried out to 
sea.

Carrying the baskets of flowers and images of St Peter and the sea 
god into deep water.

Helping the offerings to sink quickly and ensure a profitable  
fishing season.

Once the gifts have been offered, the social dimension 
of the festival gets into full swing. Music and dancing at 
numerous stalls set up along streets in the immediate 
vicinity of the beach host a celebration of life under the 
ever-protective gaze of the Atlantic Ocean.

However, the one festival that I hold nearest to my heart is a 
local one celebrated on the feast of St Peter. It is dear to me 
because I was able to play an integral part in its ceremonies. 
It is marked on June 29 and although the Church celebrates 
it as Ss Peter and Paul, in Brazil, Paul does not get a look in, 
except at the festival Mass. It is the festival par excellence 
for the local St Peter fishing community near my old parish.

Traditionally, Mass is followed by a procession of boats 
carrying large baskets of flowers to be presented to St Peter. 
Its roots in the festival of Yemanjá (the god of the sea, often 
depicted as a mermaid) are evident, as her image is placed 
beside that of St Peter in the flower basket the men that do 
the fishing, together with their wives, carry out to sea.

The procession sets out in motorised canoes. Then at the 
appropriate spot, I, as the priest, together with Marcelo, one 
of the three married deacons in our parish, would bless the 
basket. Many of the men dive into the sea to facilitate the 
lowering of the basket and help it sink quickly to ensure a 
plentiful catch for the coming year.

On one occasion, I stripped down to my swimming trunks 
after the blessing and dove into the water with the men. 
The wives called on two of them, who happened to be 
lifeguards at the local beach, to ensure “the priest doesn’t 
drown”. I wonder if they really thought I would dive into the 
sea if I could not swim?

Photos: Fr Colin McLean SSC
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In the introduction to his apostolic exhortation, Beloved 
Amazon, of February 2020, Pope Francis outlines his 
dreams for the Amazon region as a multinational and 

interconnected whole; a great biome shared by nine 
countries. He explains how his address is an exhortation 
to the whole world to awaken its affection and concern for 
that land that is also ‘ours’, and invites them and us to value 
it and acknowledge it as a sacred mystery. 

Even before Pope Francis convoked the Synod on the 
Amazon in 2019, Columbans in Latin America were engaged 
in campaigns to support the local Church and to protect the 
ecology and peoples of the Amazon against injustice and 
exploitation. 

In one initiative, Columbans – both foreign priests and 
Peruvian lay missionaries from the capital, Lima – were 
reinforcing local Christian communities in the aptly named 
jungle locality of Monobamba, The Place of the Monkey, 

 FR JOHN BOLES

I dream of an Amazon region that fights 
for the rights of the poor, the original 
peoples and the least of our brothers and 
sisters; where their voices can be heard 
and their dignity advanced.
I dream of an Amazon region that can 
preserve its distinctive cultural riches; 
where the beauty of our humanity shines 
forth in so many varied ways.
I dream of an Amazon region that can 
jealously preserve its overwhelming 
natural beauty and the superabundant 
life teeming in its rivers and forests.
I dream of Christian communities capable 
of generous commitment, incarnate in the 
Amazon region, and giving the Church 
new faces with Amazonian features.

The dream of  
the Amazon



A group gathers with Fr John Boles to celebrate a liturgy in Monobamba.
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PERU

Columban Fr John Boles lives and works in Britain, after 25 years in 
Peru.

in the ancient Quechua language. Monobamba is a truly 
glorious place. It is not located in the steamy Amazon 
Basin, but in what is known in Spanish as Ceja de Selva 
- The Eyebrows of the Jungle - the part of the rainforest 
that clings to the slopes of the Andes Mountains. Thus, 
it combines the rich vegetation of the Amazon with the 
spectacular views of the high sierra.

The history and people of the area are as varied as its 
geography. “An Amazon where cultural forms as diverse as 
humanity shine,” the pope writes. This is certainly the case 
with Monobamba. Before the Spanish arrived, the native 
inhabitants were under the rule of the fabled Inca Empire. 
Once the conquistadores from Spain drove the Incas out 
and left the indigenous population to be decimated by 
disease, people from the highlands began to drift down 
to the Jungle Eyebrows. Then, in the mid-19th century, the 
president of the young Republic of Peru, Ramón Castilla, 
encouraged immigrants from central and southern Europe 
to settle the territory.

Most came from Germany, but there were also Austrians, 
French and others. In the case of Monobamba, they were 
Italians. They cleared portions of the jungle and established 
fruit, sugar and coffee plantations. When I visited the area, 
I was welcomed by the mayor, a fourth-generation Italian, 
rejoicing in the surname, Murgi.

So far, this paradise has escaped the threats menacing 
the rainforest further down in the basin: reckless and 
often illegal logging, mining and oil drilling resulting 
in deforestation, pollution and the displacement of 
indigenous peoples. 

However, the local Church does need help. Villages are 
small and widely dispersed. Roads are awful and often 
impassable after heavy rain. Priests and religious are few in 
number.

The plan is to train and support lay catechists in each 
settlement who can keep the faith alive by celebrating 
liturgies, giving religious education and preparing people 
for the sacraments.

These are the efforts the Columbans are supporting. On 
my visit from Lima, I was privileged to accompany our lay 
missionaries as they journeyed from hamlet to hamlet, 
often on foot, in order to identify, train and encourage 
these local leaders.

The challenge is enormous but, with God’s help, we can 
rise to it, and in so doing, maybe fulfil Pope Francis’ fourth 
and final Amazonian dream “of Christian communities” that 
might “bestow on the Church a new face, with Amazonian 
features”.

Photos: Fr John Boles SSC
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FR DAN O'CONNOR

Loweza is by any criteria a valiant woman. I first saw her 
as a young girl from a village in the Punjab region of 
Pakistan. She was laden with a heavy bundle of green 

fodder for the family buffaloes, sheep and goats. Like other 
girls in the area, she did not go to school, but spent her days 
as a shepherd, roaming the hills in search of feed for the 
animals.

Even as a child, she was a proactive presence in the small 
Catholic village community. Prior to Mass, she made sure 
the compound was clean, with fresh soil sprinkled on the 
chapel floor, before doing the rounds of the small huts to 
call the people to prayer. At harvest time, she ensured a 
portion went to supporting the parish.

The village could not contain the initiative of this young girl 
who would argue with the horse-and-cart taxis over the 
fare and bargain with the best of them in the markets. She 

A bright light of Karachi
jumped at the opportunity to attend a hostel run by the 
Australian Mercy Sisters where young girls like herself could 
learn to read and write, as well as study other livelihood 
skills. 

Although trading the freedom of the hills for the discipline 
of the classroom and the structured timetables of the hostel 
did not come easily to her, she persevered, doing so well 
she was one of the few invited back for an extra year.

Loweza then returned to her village. She joined the local 
women’s group and emerged as an effective educational 
leader, running bible study courses, as well as promoting 
community-building activities. When she was coming on 
18-years-of-age, her parents looked to marriage to ensure 
a good future for her, but an experience on an exchange 
programme in the nearby Sindh province had broadened 
her horizons and she began to dream of other possibilities 
in life.

Women and children at a medical clinic in Pakistan. 
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At her request, I investigated the possibility of further 
education, landing a place at a school in Karachi with hostel 
facilities. Karachi is the other end of the earth from her 
home village, not only a 20-hour train ride away, but a city 
of millions, not the few hundred of her village or thousands 
of the nearest township.

Loweza jumped at the opportunity. When I visited her in 
her new surrounds some months later, she was happily 
spending her mornings caring for people suffering from 
Hanson’s disease to help cover the cost of her schooling, 
and attending classes and studying in the afternoons. 

She had found her vocation. The appearance of some 
symptoms of the dreaded disease gave her an experience 
of the ostracisation from the wider community those she 
had been caring for suffered, and although diagnosis 
cleared her, she discovered the stigma still stuck when she 
returned to school. Her classmates shunned her company 
in a manner reminiscent of the exclusion of the lepers of 
biblical times.

But the die was cast. Loweza had found her vocation. She 
devoted her life to journeying with the sick and the poor, 
facilitating treatment for the tribal people that come to the 
big city for help and negotiating discounts and free service 
for poor Christians, Muslims and Hindus alike, as well as 
pleading for documents that normally require a hefty bribe 
to obtain.

The rewards for her work are great. One patient suffering 
from marrow cancer told her, “I will bring you some fish 
when I return from my village.” Another said, “Baji (dear 
sister), we remember you so dearly. We have never met a 
person like you. I have a goat I will give to you.” A woman 
cried, “You give me so much care. I am poor and all I can 

Fr Dan O’Connor lives and works in Pakistan.

"... I am touched by the gospel story 
of the Good Samaritan, where two 
men pass the injured man, before 
the outcast foreigner picked him up. 
God helps me in the many difficulties 
I experience and I am happy in this 
vocation. I feel God has called me to 
help carry the crosses of those who 
lack the strength to do it alone.” Loweza.

give you is some lentils that I got from my share of the work 
in the fields.” Another patient had a leg amputated. Loweza 
took the severed limb to a cemetery for unclaimed bodies. 
She buried it with respect and dignity. The gratitude was 
profuse.

She reflects with the simplicity of the shepherd girl from the 
hills of the Punjab, saying, “As a young girl, I learned much 
from two Columban lay missionaries from the Philippines 
that worked in my parish. God has given me these gifts and 
God gave me this call to serve the poor and the sick. I am 
touched by the gospel story of the Good Samaritan, where 
two men pass the injured man, before the outcast foreigner 
picked him up. God helps me in the many difficulties I 
experience and I am happy in this vocation. I feel God has 
called me to help carry the crosses of those who lack the 
strength to do it alone.”

However, there is pain as well. Disappointment when 
people run away from hospital out of fear. Distress when 
patients die, deep pain when her younger sister passed 
away prematurely, and her brother was fatally wounded 
from crossfire in a land dispute. There was fear too, when 
two security officers at her hostel were shot dead in broad 
daylight.

Karachi is many hours away from the hills she roamed as 
a young girl and the patients she cares for a far bigger 
challenge than the sheep and goats from which she first 
learned the value of caring for life. But among the 20 million 
people that make up the City of Lights, as Karachi is called, 
the light of this valiant woman shines bright.

Photos: Fr Dan O'Connor SSC
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Young people from the island nations of the Pacific 
have contributed least to planetary destruction. 
However, they suffer its consequences sooner 

and with greater severity than those bearing the most 
responsibility. They can expect massive cyclones to destroy 
their villages, damage their coastlines and traumatise their 
people. Many will see crops rot in the wake of floods or 
shrivel during droughts. Rising sea levels will condemn 
others to flight as their low-lying islands are submerged. 
Their cries must be heeded. 

In Fiji, our Columban Interreligious Dialogue Desk has been 
organising sessions for young people from various religions 
every two months. When we were struck by COVID-19 in 
March 2020 and then by the Delta variant in March last year, 
our efforts at interreligious dialogue came to a standstill 
as we focused on this unknown enemy. Later, the internet 
service, Zoom, allowed us to resume discussions, albeit 
remotely.

Religions and climate change   FR FRANK HOARE

A priest at a Sangam temple chats with Fr Hoare and his group of young people in Fiji.

However, an even more dangerous threat was silently 
growing - the climate crisis. Carbon dioxide, methane and 
other gasses belched into the atmosphere by transport, 
agricultural and industrial machinery was pushing the 
world’s temperature towards a disastrous three-degree 
Centigrade rise by the end of the century. Political and 
industry leaders were coming under pressure to make 
radical and decisive cuts to carbon emissions and all of us 
were being called to moderate our lifestyles and live more 
lightly on the planet.

The youth from the Interreligious Dialogue Desk and 
leaders from the Catholic Tertiary Association agreed to 
participate in two webinars to sharpen awareness of what is 
happening. Our webinars featured a one-hour production 
from the British Broadcasting Corporation titled, Climate 
Change: The facts. This was followed up with nine, three-
minute videos produced by various faith groups around 
Fiji highlighting the miracle of nature and aspects of 
environmental damage.

Photos: Fr Frank Hoare SSC



The call to respect and protect God’s creation is common to all religions, 
making it an ideal cooperation point among religious communities. Various 
religious perspectives can inspire and challenge us. Religious diversity brings 
out the magnificence of God’s creation and God’s love for all humanity.
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The Arya Samaj Hindus made a strong plug for 
vegetarianism. The Methodist youth took us on a virtual 
sightseeing tour through their newly planted garden. 
Seminarians from the Pacific Regional Seminary highlighted 
the value of mangrove forests as a protective eco-system. 
One young Catholic wrote a poem counterpointing each 
one of the seven days of creation with a parallel example 
of damage caused by humans. However, the pearl was 
a beautiful classical dance representing the wonders of 
creation by a colourfully costumed South Indian woman.

The call to respect and protect God’s creation is common 
to all religions, making it an ideal cooperation point among 
religious communities. Various religious perspectives can 

inspire and challenge us. Religious diversity brings out 
the magnificence of God’s creation and God’s love for all 
humanity.

Young people today are facing a frightening future. 
They will experience the cost of the greed and denial of 
previous generations. Those who have lived longer have 
not always shown wisdom. They have abused the earth, 
the seas and the atmosphere, as well as the flora and fauna 
for immediate satisfaction and without thought for the 
destruction of the web of life. We must heed the insights of 
various religions calling for the protection of life.

A group photograph at the Sangam temple.

Columban Fr Frank Hoare lives and works in Fiji.
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We ask your prayers: The prayers of our readers are requested for the 
repose of the souls of recently deceased friends and benefactors of the 
Missionary Society of St Columban and for the spiritual and the temporal 
welfare of all our readers, their families and friends.
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Pope's Mission Intention for January/February

January - For true human fraternity: We pray for all those suffering from 
religious discrimination and persecution; may their own rights and dignity, 
which originate from being brothers and sisters in the human family, be recognised.

February - For religious sisters and consecrated women: We pray for religious sisters and consecrated 
women; thanking them for their mission and their courage; may they continue to find new responses to the 
challenges of our times.

A pitch for lasting peace 

Bringing peace to turbulent regions has proven an 
elusive challenge. Military intervention has been a 
popular go to tactic, but tends to become more part of 

the problem than the solution. 

While politics, both national and local, as well as government 
programmes are important in addressing tensions in society, 
they are most powerful when built from the bottom up. 
Peace-making is very much the business of people-to-
people relationships and community-based projects that 
promote understanding ahead of prejudice and ignorance.

Italian missionary, Fr Sebastiano D’Ambra, says that conflict 
in the southern province of Mindanao in the Philippines has 
deep roots in its violent colonial history, which has resulted 
in a lot of victims, prejudice and hatred between Christians 
and Muslims, as well as poverty. It is within this context he 
was inspired to found the Silsilah (Life in Dialogue) Dialogue 
Movement in 1984, with the specific purpose of building 
peace from a spiritual starting point based on love and 
dialogue.

As a newly ordained Columban, Fr Paul Glynn joined the 
initiative when he arrived in Mindanao in the mid-1990s. 
Fr Glynn says Fr D’Ambra understands that every time a 
Christian parent or grandparent tells a child, ‘the only good 
Muslim is a dead Muslim’, or a Muslim instructs a child not to 
make friends with Christians, ‘because they have bad morals’, 
the walls of hate, fear and prejudice grow even higher, and 
the prospect of peace more elusive.

Fr Glynn describes overcoming these obstacles as a long-
term project and believes the main reason for mistrust 
between these two groups is ignorance of each other’s 

beliefs and cultures. “That is why Silsilah devotes so much of 
its energy and creativity to inviting Muslims and Christians 
to come together to talk and listen to each other’s stories; to 
share faith and listen to each other’s languages and cultural 
practices,” Fr Glynn says.

This is done through regular visits to each other’s places of 
worship and joining in each other’s festivals and religious 
celebrations, as well as jointly sponsoring social and poverty 
relief programmes. “One of the greatest enemies of peace in 
Mindanao is disinformation… around practices like prayer 
and fasting,” he said, adding that another area is care for 
creation, as each group has different ways of going about 
this, leading to conflict rather than cooperation. Fr Glynn 
explains that together with the many volunteers working 
with Silsilah he has visited countless parishes, mosques, 
schools and civic organisations in this search for a better, 
mutual understanding, as well as conducting in-depth 
workshops in some 15 conflict areas. 

“We have trained catechists to promote a culture of respect 
and understanding for differing religions and cultures in 
schools through puppetry, and Muslim members of the 
team have taken these to madrassas and schools in their 
own areas of contact.” The work of the Silsilah has been 
expanding since its foundation in 1984 and recognised 
internationally with the awarding of the World Interfaith 
Harmony Week Prize sponsored by the king of Jordan. 
The United Nations has also given recognition and the 
Japanese Goi Peace Foundation described Silsilah as not 
only advancing lasting peace, but inspiring many people 
around the world with an example of true dialogue based on 
spirituality.

This article was written on behalf of St Columbans Mission Society.
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Meet Mr Wakita 
FR BARRY CAIRNS

There are some incidents in life, sometimes trivial, that 
make a deep impression. Here is one that stays forever 
vivid in my memory.

It happened 36 years ago, but the details are with me as if it 
happened yesterday. It was early in the New Year of 1986. It 
was in the parish of Chigasaki in the Diocese of Yokohama, 
Japan. I was the parish assistant priest and chaplain to the 
men’s group. We were having a New Year party during which 
a new president of the group would be elected for a one-
year term.

To my surprise and initial dismay, the men elected the 
oldest man in the group. He was Paul Taro Wakita. After 
the election, he was called upon to say a few words. This is 
what he said: “Thank you for electing me. I give thanks for 
the grace of God and my wife that I am a Christian. Since 
my baptism, God has been at work in me. For example, I 
now strongly believe that it is vital for a follower of Jesus to 
acknowledge one’s own human weakness. But that is not 
easy, especially for we older Japanese people. Take me as an 
example. I was born in the southern city of Kumamoto and 
my family was connected to the Hosokawa daimyo family. 

"My pre-war schooling followed the Imperial Rescript on 
Education. We were trained in the very Spartan atmosphere 
of bushido - the way of the warrior. To acknowledge that one 
was weak was unthinkable and almost unpatriotic! Rather, 
strength, power and endurance were emphasised. During 
the war, I was in the navy and I lived this code. After the war, 
I married and was later baptised. But, you see, my problem! 
I had this deeply embedded emphasis on doing things with 
my own strength. But, as I said, God has been at work in me. 

Columban Fr Barry Cairns lives and works in Japan.

JAPAN

The older I get, the more I am 
convinced that to be a follower of 
Jesus, the first step, and many later 
steps, is to acknowledge our human 
frailty. I need to say to myself, again 
and again: ‘I am weak’. This takes 
courage. 

"The older I get, the more I am convinced that to be a 
follower of Jesus, the first step, and many later steps, is to 
acknowledge our human frailty. I need to say to myself, 
again and again: ‘I am weak’. This takes courage. 

"The more we acknowledge our powerlessness, the closer 
we get to Christ, who gives us strength in weakness. And 
so, with that in mind, I accept and thank you for your 
nomination of me as your leader”.

As often happens after a sharing like this, there was 
a moment of pregnant silence and then, enthusiastic 
applause. We were all touched. I still am!

Photo: Red and Gray Pagoda Temple: canva.com/Tomáš Malík
Photo: Japanese man: canva.com/FilippoBacci
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Demonising the victim no solution to crisis  

In the not-too-distant past, it was almost impossible to 
get governments and institutions to discuss migration, 
although it was not as if it was not happening. 

Undeveloped nations churned out migrants in silence, 
rather than admit failure, and wealthy receiving nations 
welcomed the young, healthy, educated and highly skilled 
workers with silent gratitude and blinkered eyes.

Wealthy nations needed migrants to do the dirty, 
dangerous and difficult jobs that local populations 
shunned. Western nations criticised their Communist 
counterparts for denying their citizens the right to migrate, 
but when the walls came down and a new global order 
began to emerge, some media and politicians began to 
raise fears in alarmist language describing migrants as 
“swamp and swarms.” 

The policies of free trade and movement of capital ignored 
the corresponding need of free movement of people. 

Thinly populated nations in the new trading blocks of North 
America, the European Union and the Asian Basin did not 
consider the needs of the population abundant nations of 
North and Central Africa, South Asia, Central America and 
Eastern Europe in their financial equations.

These large, underemployed populations began to 
recognise that international investment was moving 
towards wealthy countries, while their own nations were 
only offering low paid jobs in industries turning out cheap 
products for export to more affluent regions that they 
themselves could not afford to buy.

International finance centres and banking institutions 
drained developing nations of the resources needed to 
develop their own industry and infrastructure. Trade deals 
between the rich and the undeveloped nations resembled 
the imbalance of the colonial era. When trawlers invaded 
the coastlines of the undeveloped nations squeezing 

Photo: canva.com/David  Peinado Romero

A migrant child looks through a fence cutting off access to the outside world.
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FR BOBBY GILMORE IRELAND

the life out of local fishing enterprises, idle boats in 
search of work began ferrying migrants, most of whom 
were undocumented, to feed the agricultural industries 
producing and processing goods, some of which even 
found their way back to the markets of the poor nations 
they had fled.

Central to this new global arrangement was a 
communication system that kept the excluded acutely 
aware of their plight. University graduates pounding 
the streets of their home cities heard anecdotal tales of 
employment opportunities abroad. Choosing a better life 
abroad over destitution at home is highly tempting, but like 
millions in the past, these abandoned young people found 
legal blocks in their way.

Unfazed, they sought informal means of travel. Failure 
is not a word in the migrant lexicon, and a new dynamic 
injected into the scenario, human trafficking, helped them 
avoid it. It is an age-old occupation, recently aided by skills 
honed from drug smuggling. What was formerly a cottage 
industry, has now blossomed into a major enterprise.

The sporadic migrations of previous decades have taken 
on the accoutrements of a corporate enterprise managed 
by ruthless cartels, often with the connivance of corrupt 
government officials. Failed states offer many of these 
cartels unexpected opportunities as both a supply source, 
and a transit zone.

The best example came with the collapse of the 
government in Libya, now a transit stop en route to Europe. 
In its turn, Europe points the finger of blame at the gangs 
operating the people smuggling rackets beyond the reach 
of global governance, while failing to recognise smugglers 
are reaping their harvest from the very ground nurtured 
by long-term European neglect and indifference to past 
warnings.

Economic migration tells us the movement of people 
reflects the movement of wealth and investment. Debt 
strangles development and while it is a major obstacle to 
progress, the flow of wealth out of developing nations to 
centres of finance and tax havens is an even greater scandal.

Seldom is the connection between economic strangulation 
and economic migration headlined. Anti-migrant voices 
ignore the benefit they reap from investment by poor 
countries and fail to recognise destitution pushes migration. 
Few anti-migrant voices recognise the connection linking 
endemic corruption, common violence, extremism, and lack 
of law and order with migration.

Economic migration tells us the 
movement of people reflects the 
movement of wealth and investment. 
Debt strangles development and 
while it is a major obstacle to 
progress, the flow of wealth out of 
developing nations to centres of 
finance and tax havens is an even 
greater scandal.

Neither governments nor agencies confront the corrupt 
practices of receiving nations, but the migrants who 
lose their lives in the Mediterranean do not emerge 
from nowhere. They are the citizens of states that have 
failed them, but whose inept leaders benefit from the 
international financial systems that rob the people in the 
first place. It is cowardly of western politicians to make 
destitute migrants the scapegoats for their political 
ambitions.

Added to this great economic exodus out of 
underdeveloped and failed, debt-ridden states is the tide 
of humanitarian migration from the war zones of Iraq, 
Syria, Libya and Somalia. It has become obvious that the 
conventions set in place after World War II have not been 
taken to heart.

The ambivalence in dealing with the present refugee 
exodus is reminiscent of the failure of the Evian Conference 
of 1938, ostensibly convened to deal with the plight of Jews 
and other vulnerable minorities in the face of Nazism, but 
more likely to create a smokescreen for the reluctance of 
wealthy countries to offer refuge.

It is no surprise that a political culture more concerned with 
its own survival than the service it is called to render brands 
migrants as the cause of its own failure. Creating imaginary 
culprits will not solve our problems. If there is no shared 
perception of reality, there can be no shared solution. In this 
era, markets and migrants need each other and legislation 
that complements the real circumstances, not imagined 
ones, is a necessity.

Columban Fr Bobby Gilmore lives and works in Ireland.
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The taste still graces my mouth MICHAEL JAVIER

I went to Chile from the Philippines as a newly minted lay 
missionary six years ago, knowing little of the Spanish 
language, the culture or way of life of the Chilean people. 

I remember at my commissioning Mass in my home parish, 
a priest asked me why I was leaving my native land for a 
foreign country. I replied, “I know Chile is a land of greater 
abundance than the Philippines, but I am sure there is still a 
need for mission there.”

In truth, I had no idea what that need may be, but looking 
back over many years I have come to understand the great 
value of sharing my faith, my talent and my own culture 
with those from quite a different background from myself. I 
think I can call that sharing myself with others. I also learned 
that despite the abundance of wealth in Chile, many are 
denied their rightful share.

A swathe of people in the Columban parish where I worked 
in Santiago, the capital of Chile, certainly lived with material 
poverty. However, there was also loneliness, abandonment, 
injustice and ignorance.

For me, my years in Chile were a lesson in the richness 
each person can contribute when they band together as 

Photo: Michael Javier

a group. They experience the richness of each other, of 
those who surround them. Material wealth can never equal 
the satisfaction of supporting each other and journeying 
together.

Reaching the point where I could experience this in my 
new surrounds was a long journey. When I first arrived, I 
lived with a Chilean family, gaining not only the new words 
I thirsted for so ardently, but also an understanding of the 
culture I was being immersed in. At the dinner table, we 
shared stories about our homelands, the types of food we 
had in common, the way we cook or prepare them, family 
life and how we live and work.

The family usually gathered late at night for supper before 
going to bed. The fare was tea and a quintessential Chilean 
bread called maraquetta. Sometimes referred to as whipped 
bread, it has a high protein content, which enables gluten 
to form and ensure a good leavening. It has a spongy 
texture and crispy crust.

The family was also solicitous of each other’s welfare, 
greeting each other with a “how are you?” and a hug 
each day. Even in the early days when I could not speak or 

Michael Javier relaxing at the seaside on Chile's rugged and picturesque coastline.
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CHILE

understand much, I felt comfortable in that family, and the 
love and care they lavished on me helped me feel at home 
in my adopted country.

However, even at the end of my language course, when 
I could speak and understand a fair bit, I lacked the 
confidence to talk. I was afraid to speak to the parishioners, 
fearful of making mistakes. Little by little, my confidence 
improved and when people actually did understand me 
and engage in a conversation, I had a feeling of elation.

Naturally, some laughed at me and even criticised my 
stumbling attempts. I felt uncomfortable and embarrassed, 
but in retrospect, they also helped me to learn. However, 
understanding the dynamics of the parish was a much 
bigger challenge than merely understanding the words 
people spoke.

The few that did attend Mass were mostly elderly. I was 
asked to spend time with them. I learned some were 
abandoned by their own children and relatives. Many of 
them lived alone and quite a few were ill. I felt that those 
with families that stayed with them were greatly blessed.

I began to question these elderly people as to why their 
children and grandchildren did not darken the doors of 
the church. They gave a variety of reasons, some going 
back to the time of the military dictator, Augusto Pinochet, 
when they felt the Church often abandoned them in their 
resistance to the harsh laws introduced during his rule. I 
could relate to what they said, as many of the reasons they 
gave were similar to the situation in my own country.

I gave the bulk of my years in the parish to working with 
the young people that did come and take part in the 
parish activities. I tried to apply what I had learned during 
my own younger days in the Philippines and find ways to 
involve them in the various apostolates of the parish more 
deeply. I also visited people in their homes. Getting to know 
families in this way taught me much and had a deep impact 
on the way I thought about myself and the mission I had 
undertaken.

My other discovery was that many families employed 
Filipinos as nannies and domestic workers, and did not 
always treat them with justice or fairness. Often, the mostly 
female workers had to bargain for their wages and at times 
were even denied food. Employers took advantage of their 
inability with the Spanish language, so I began to teach 
them what I could in order to give them at least some voice 
with their employers.

My years in Chile have come to an end now. Nevertheless, I 
can look back with satisfaction at what I believe I achieved 
there and am happy with the knowledge that I learned 
much that has helped me to be a more constructive 
member of the Columban Lay Missionaries. It was a great 
preparation for my next challenge as a lay missionary in the 
Union of Myanmar.

Columban lay missionary, Michael Javier, is assigned to Myanmar. He 
currently works on mission in his home country of the Philippines.
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An old photograph FR REG HOWARD

Picking up a nearly 50-year-old photograph of 14 
priests and realising I am the only one still living is a 
sobering experience. It led me to ponder on my life 

as I realise it is drawing to a close. Questions come to mind, 
like my standing before God. What have I done well, or not 
so well? Regrets?

The promise of the loving mercy of God and my deeply felt 
need for it takes on a new urgency, as I seek to rid myself of 
unnecessary possessions and decide what is worth keeping 
and what is not. Then the further dilemma of what may be 
of interest or value to relatives, colleagues and friends.

The photograph that triggered this reflection was snapped 
in 1976. The date was September 29 and the place Rangoon 
(now Yangon), at that time the capital of Burma (now the 
Union of Myanmar). The name-changes took place in 1989.

I was on my way to the Philippines for a Columban meeting 
with representatives from each of the countries where the 
society works, but the quirks of history had placed the 
Columban priests in Burma in a quandary. They had first 
arrived in the country prior to independence in 1947, lived 
through a declaration of martial law in 1958 and, finally, 

Photo: St Columbans Mission Society

Fr Reg Howard (back row, fourth from right), Bishop Howe (front row, third from left), the last Columban bishop in Burma and his successor, 
Kachin-born, Bishop Paul Grawng (front row, second from right), the first priest from the Kachin people. He succeeded Bishop Howe as bishop 
of Myitkyina in March 1977.

a coup d’état led by a military general, Ne Win, in 1961, 
which introduced a dictatorship that, in various forms, has 
continued until this very day.

Only foreigners who had arrived in the country prior to 
independence had been allowed to remain and by the time 
of the meeting in the Philippines, the Columbans, who were 
in their 60s or 70s, found themselves in a situation that 
allowed them to leave the country, but not return.

Those who had survived had determined to remain as 
long as possible to support the infant Church in the 
northernmost Kachin State.

As a way of involving them in the deliberations of the 
Philippine meeting, delegates who were able were asked to 
visit Burma on their way. Seven did so, myself among them. 
However, we were not allowed to travel north to the Kachin 
State, so the Columbans travelled to Rangoon to meet us.

While we did talk business, my memories are of their spirit 
and determination to serve the local people as long as 
health and age permitted. I found them inspiring, and they 
did hang on until forced to surrender to advancing age and 
poor health in 1979.
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Columban Fr Reg Howard resides in Strathfield, Sydney.
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My few days in Burma were not problem free, but 
symptomatic of the challenges my colleagues there faced. 
My visa was valid for seven days, but flight schedules 
limited my stay to five. I got off the plane in clerical dress 
and declared priest as my occupation. This led to a long 
interrogation by security police before I could join the other 
Columbans from the same flight who had the nous to turn 
up in mufti. I left the country as a teacher!

While the photograph does not shed light on any of my 
queries above, it does give an insight into perhaps a more 
basic question. 

I look back on those days in Burma as some of the most 
highly privileged of my Columban life and believe the 
photograph speaks to the fundamental raison d’étre of a 
missionary society: establish the local Church until it can 
care for its own people and then move on.

Today, the Kachin State lives under violent repression,  
but the Church has proven to be a strong support for  
its beleaguered people through the dedication of the local 
priests, sisters, catechists, social workers and volunteers 
who step forward to care for their neighbours. A testament 
to a Columban bequeathal.
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TFEJANFEB22DONATE and SUBSCRIBE securely online at:  www.columban.org.au   www.columban.org.nz

Thank you for supporting COLUMBAN MISSION

I send my gift by:

/

AUSTRALIA: www.columban.org.au/donations
DONATE ONLINE

NEW ZEALAND: www.columban.org.nz/donations

 Cheque         Credit card www.PayPal.Me/StColumban3040

 $

 $
My gift to the 2021 Columban Christmas Appeal: 

The Far East Subscription ($6.00 per year + $9.00 postage) 

Total Amount Enclosed  $

 $I wish to donate MONTHLY QUARTERLY 

An acknowledgement will be sent by email.

PLEASE FILL IN YOUR DETAILS BELOW:

First nameTitle Last name

Address

Suburb State Postcode

Mobile

Email

Card holder name

Card holder number

Expiry date Signature

       $40        $70        $120        $240 Other $______

AUS: 2022 Columban Calendar ($13.00 inc. GST & postage) 
Additional calendar $10.00 each - AUS ONLY

QTY
 $

Columban Daily Prayer Book ($6.95 inc. GST & postage)  $


